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You will read about the possible end of the
Justice Group in this Summer & Fall UPDATE
publication. This could be the last time
you hear from us.

The Stony Mountain Justice Group (inside * -»
the walls) is being wrongfully limited, 2 o
held down and as such, slowly destroyed. « i

so X to

*d w co
Our developing sister group in the city of

^3 t^V P3
Winnipeg needs peole now who are willing to to j$? a.
work. 2. ®

I have not written personal letters to anyone
this time other than this special notice. But
I close with a heart felt prayer that each
of you will join us somehow in this struggle
for our freedom to help others and ourselves.

David Milgaard
Coordinator

The Justice Group
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HOH THB GROUP BBQ1H ...

Our group, "The Justice Group", began with an Idea used by some pretty Impressive
people years ago. They are known by the name of "The Club Of Rome." World leaders,
Scientists and others belong Including Pierre Elliot Trudeau. The idea makes sense
and is simple. World problems of polution, population, food supply, resource use
and Industrial growth were their concerns. The idea saw all the possible information
about these things put into a computer to work out an answer. They were right about
working these major issues together because all the areas affected each other in
different ways. The final answer as to what is needed today was a balanced state
of limited growth in regard to these world problems.

After some thought on this and also our own serious people problems right here in
Canada, I realized they too are tied together in many ways. I felt something could
be done with this idea that was behind the move by the Club of Rome. We now have
Advisors and Consultants giving us the right information. We are also developing
a research program. This kind of makes us like a computer and who knows, maybe
one day we'll actually get one to put our information into it. It has been.a big
project so far and our group is still starting even though it began about two years
ago. You must remember we are home-based inside a prison that is just outside of
Winnipeg, Manitoba. (Stony Mountain Pen) We are very limited in so many serious ways.
The powers that be, the prison's Administrators have yet to see the true value and
overall worth of our efforts. Their distrust leaves them blind and many of these
people have actually tried to destroy what probably will become "the way" to have
our country wide assembly learn and meet the Immediate needs of others. If all
goes well, there will be Justice Groups in every Canadian city and these Assemblies
Of Hope will tune in to the "blood" and the "voice" of the issues. Our people who
have lived these issues inside and outside of prisons are the voice. Our right to
be heard and our right to speak out comes from the fact that this is needed for the
benefit of others.

David Milgaard
Coordinator

The Justice Group
Morning Sun

Morning Sun I thank you as you reach out to touch the sky
I feel the warmth of life, as you bring the light

Morning Sun I thank you as you race through the sky

You fly like an eagle, run like a deer in full flight

Morning Sun I thank ycu for chasing the night

You bring hope as you shine fran above

Morning Sun I thank you for shining so bright

I thank you most of all for bringing love

Eli Hill
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WHAT IS IBB JUSTICE GROUP

REALLY TBTMG TO DO?

To understand what the Justice Group is trying to do, you must understand what
the word "together" means. So what does it mean Justice Group wise? It means
a working group of caring people right across the country who are unhappy just
like us with the way things are going in so many ways.

Think about it... The poor people.
Native people and their situations.
Prisons and the situations prisoners live with.

All of us in here are the true voice of these issues. We have lived them,
you feel many prisoners know some truth, have felt some of these Issues?

Do

"Together" means everyone who feels for this is "in" and those that come to us
for their own gain or advantage are "out". They are wasting their time. We
will do what we want to do to help those who are really "hurting". We have
good fighters (advocates) who are Into all the issues we are learning. They
are going to help us learn more about issues and people. As we grow in
numbers with out outside people, we will be growing In strength and wisdom.

What Is the Justice Group really trying to do? The answer is we are forming a
community of people that can honestly feel for the blood In the issues. We
are going to draw the line and close the doors on those who use Issues and the
people living them, and who fall people. The Justice Group is a Justice
group. We will do justice by helping others as best we can by being tuned
into the blood of all the issues.

THINK

ABOUT CANADA'S POOR PEOPLE.
THINK

ABOUT THE SITUATION OP CANADA'S
INDIAN AND METIS PEOPLES.

THINK

ABOUT FAILING PRISON SYSTEMS,
THE VICTIM, THE CRIMINALITY
AND THE PRISONERS KEPT TH^S WAY.

IN ALL OP THESE ISSUES...

WHY THE PAIN?

WHY THE HARDSHIP?

WHY IS THERE SO MUCH BLOOD?

"TRUTH IS SOMETHING THAT SHOULD NOT SIT,
IT SHOULD SET OUT AND DESTROY ERROR".

I GO FORTH

I only took
back In Ufa
to «ee hoitf {a*
I fcave come.

J go go fajtfh
A& I nuAiuAZ

my hpUuX
I Go FoJtfh

La.na fox Mataee&e
JanuoAj/ 14, Htt



NEW ADVISORS

We now have two additional new

Advisors. Fran Sugar has agreed
to advise us on Native issues and

Jo-Ann Mayhew will advise us on
prisoners issues. Both these women

are in Kingston's prison for women.
Fran Sugar is President of the Native
Sisterhood while Jo-Ann is the Editor
of "Tightwire", the prisoners news
letter .

The feeling I have got from both Fran & Jo-Ann in letters and in
reading "Tightwire" is that the prison for women in Kingston is a
"hurting" place. We are very happy to have their help. They are
going to help us identify the true picture of need in the issues
they have lived. All of our Advisors and Consultants both inside
and outside will be working in this direction. They are very
important to our development of a membership activity program.
We have been working to set our Justice Group up in the city of
Winnipeg. This Institution and its Administrators are blind to
what we want to do for others and for ourselves.

THE JUSTICE GROUP ASSEMBLY PROJECT

Stony Mountain. Warden Majkut did not approve our proposal for
outside people and meetings, our Justice Group Assembly project.
Not only is the Assembly project not approved, he says the Justice
Group itself is not an institutionally approved group.

With this latest development, it is expected that our effort to
keep the group alive will be met with even more resistance than
usual. There was no reason given by the Warden for his actions.

The game plan though for us is to do just that, to keep the group
alive while our group on the street grows. For members here in
Stony with concerns about the administration (the Warden) and what
they might do to you, to us or to anybody, I suggest you talk to
me about this. You are free to leave the Justice Group anytime
you wish to.

We are having the matter of the Warden's refusal addressed legally
with opinions in regard to the Charter of Rights.



Journal of
Prisoners on Prisons
Volume 1 Number 1
15.00

Summer 1988

P.O. Box 681, Station C

Toronto, Ontario M6J 3S1.

Write: HOWARD DAVIDSON

EDITOR

Journal of
Prisoners on Prisons

"As I read this Journal for the first time I
was really surprised that something like this
was even in existence."

In reading many things about prisoners and
prisons, I often wonder where the blood of
the issue is. Where's the beef? A "voice"
from those that are "hurting", those that
live the issue, is real. The people that!have
put this journal together know the answer lies
in listening to this voice.

I remember going to a meeting two years ago
about rights and liberties. It was interesting
and involved prisoners like myself with actual
advocates who fight for peoples rights and their
needs. That night I asked a Native woman about
the government failing people by not meeting
their needs. I asked why were deals made with
them compromising on issues and making matters
worse for people. Her answer remains with me
to this day. She said these deals to get some
thing for people in need (even a little), rather
than get everything that is really needed were
wrong. She said when you take a position on any
matter for people, it must be the best possible
position because it becomes a loaded gun. As soon
as you put the gun down for anything (even for
awhile) someone more "in the know" about the issue
will pick it up and blow you away with it.

The Journal of Prisoners on Prisons is a forum
for anybody who wants to be "in the know" in
regard to a real picture of prisoner needs. It
is also must reading for any person who has the
courage to take positions and make a stand for
the prisoner.

David Milgaard

TAL*Mkv£$
An Error in Judgement

by Dara Culhan* Speck
This year's needed new book for anyone with an interest in Native B.C. culture
begins with a detailed description of a death of an 11 year old Nimpkish
Indian. It is an "inside" view of the politics of medical care in an
Indian/White community. The result is a rare document. Culhane Speck shows
that the private tragedy of Rene's death holds implications that reach far
beyond one child's lack of medical care, one town and even one century.



DECLARATION

We the undersigned are presently Justice Group
members inside Stony Mountain Penitentiary

Our Assembly Project was denied. We are not
allowed to have a meeting place for ourselves
or to have people from the community come in
and discuss social justice issues with us.
There was no reason given for this refusal
by Warden Majkut to the program proposal.

We have a right to try and help people. We
have a right to work together and be heard.
We are "a voice" on issues because we live
them.

Our survival and growth is at stake.

)»{•! Mil ...<-.< V il.i! j mDavid Milgaard Richard Henry

Tarry Davidson

tick Dubois

C«rald Crane
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Don Soman

Jin Bernard



SECBBT FEDBHIL GOVERSrCIT DOCQHilTS

Secret documents from the
Department of Indian Affairs
(copies obtained by the Canadian
Press) showed plans last spring to
cut back social services, child
welfare and Indian policing for
Treaty Indians. They were the
result of a meeting held in January
to figure ways to curb government
funds to Aboriginal people. While
these documents say Native people
have it really bad, they also say
the government should carefully
avoid reaching out more than they
are already required to do... They
then go on to say with an upcoming
election they might want to carry
on some selected programs. This
has angered many people... Seme
feel they are making across the
board plans without any involvement
by Indian people.

There is a push by the Federal Government to have provincial governments take
over some of the programs. Also there is an increase in the overall budget
laid out over a four year period to handle the rapidly growing Indian
population. If you're mixed up by this department game-plan, you're not alone
because on the first page of the document they (the department) say they don't
know what they're doing themselves. With regard to economic development the
document said the department needs to "think through better what they are
doing." In education the department said it needs to "determine where they
are going."

It is another point in this document that has me feeling my contempt for this
whole situation. It is the department's picture of the future for Indian
people. They say the majority of Indian people live in poor conditions, that
their social and econcmlo standing Is the worst of any group in Canada. They
go on to say "the truth is that few reserves will ever make it on their own
and heavy assistance will always be needed." Why is this forecast so
important? It is because we have the opposite picture, a glowing one of
progress being painted every day by the government with "touching" T.V.
commercials etc. held out for the whole world to believe in while the
Department of Indian Affairs itself (behind closed doors) predicts most Indian
people will be hurting forever! When you add that these officials are not
sure of what they are doing until election time, it is simply an ongoing
disgrace.

D«M. Note: I got this story
from reading my
Wlndspeakerl



It would be

so much easier

to fold our hands

and not make this fight..
to say

I,one man can do nothing.

I grow afraid
Only when I see people thinking and

Acting like this
We all know the story about the

Man who sat beside the trail too long
And it grew over and he could never

Find his way again.

We can never forget
What has happened

But we can not go back
nor

Can we sit beside the trail

Opecta-Hanawaywin
( Poundmaker,1842-1896 )

Submitted by J.G. member
Ervin Papequash

4)k ko«cu 4 o> Uouno.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY

I/we vould like to becooe a volunteer
for The Justice Croup. Please send
me inforestion about how I/we sight
get involved.

NAME

PHONE

ADDRESS

Mail this form to: The Justice
Croup

1005-253 Edgeland
Winnipeg, Manitoba
B3P 0S1

A* gftfrwwc- mmoi. mj

Taken from P4W publication
"TIGHTWIRE"

The racism suffered by Native people in Canada
is the most systematic discrimination against
any minority group. The way Canada has colon
ized its Aboriginal inhabitants is similar to
the oppression in many Third World countries.
Immigrants from those countries coming to this
country today experience the same racism, with
its economical, political, and cultural domin
ation.



LEONARD PELTIER

Leonard Peltier is a strong leader. He has been in prison
for more than \l years for no crime. In 1975 on June 26th
on Pine Ridge reservation in South Dakota a confrontation
took place. Many warriors of the American Indian Movement
were there to protect the old people, the women and the
children who are also strong warriors in this movement. A
fight broke out between two F.B.I, agents and some of the
warriors. In the end two F.B.I agents lay dead. Many of
the A.I.M. warriors were sought out and there were trials.
They were set free. Some time later U.S. Justice Officials
wanted to have Leonard Peltier (who was in a British Colum
bia penitentiary at this time) returned to the U.S. to
stand trial for murder. Leonard was not given a fair trial.
He was convicted because he was a leader. He is a political
prisoner.

Please write to the following Members of
Parliment urging them for the return of
Leonard Peltier to Canada, for fair and
just treatment.

Rt. Honourable Brian Mulroney
Prime Minister of Canada
309-S Center

Rt. Honourable John Turner
409-S Center

House of Commons, Ottawa
K1A 0A6

Rt. Honourable Joe Clark
Secretary of State
for External Affairs
165 EB

House of Commons, Ottawa
K1A 0G2



POVERTY

In-place of a world, there is a city In which the whole
life of broad regions is gathering while the rest dries
up. In place of a true type people, there is a new
nomad. They are group together, clever, matter of fact,
religionless and these street dwellers hold their country
men and their country in contempt.

Is this really the situation today and if so, what could produce such a contempt?
Could it be poverty? Do we have fair equal access, equity and privilege for all
people not only one or some? Are people just pawns to be sacrificed? These
questions should have straight answers.

Our Native populations have been dispossessed of their heritage of land and
resources. Why do so many people imagine that white and non-whites are equal
in power, that men and women are too.

Is there hardship, pain and blood in "hurting" issues? There is no question
about this. About two million Canadians do not have a shot at a meaningful and
healthy life through employment. 3,689,000 people live below the poverty line.
One child in every six (more than a million children) under the age of sixteen
are poor. Our young under the age of twenty-five and our elderly women also
suffer terribly. Poverty and unemployment hit women the hardest. All these facts
make it clear that our government is failing people, a lot of them. It can not
be too much to demand that poor children get the needed nutrition to allow them
full and healthy development. Today, as you read these words, children are
suffering from serious under nutrition that limits their physical and mental
development. The development of the brain, of the senses, of the central nervous
system, all of these are tied to nutrition. Poorly nourished mothers "are far
more likely to give birth to premature (very small babies) who can have trouble
right from the start. Some do not even make it.

The conditions of poverty: Poor housing, Poor sanitation, Poor health are all
tied together. All issues must be tackled for the sake of equality and a healthy
economy.

The answer can only come with a change in the forms and rights of property.
Real wealth lies in the ability of people, using their hands, their brains and
tools to create things they need. Property is a social creation that allows
claims on that wealth and gives it different forms. Rents are like this. The
very wealthy have the rules and standards develop around their interests.and
shrinking the gap between these rich and the poor is a priority. All shaping
of measures or standards that benefit some over and above the misery of others
is wrong. Such wrong acts should be and are a calling for justice, a demand
for justice.

A world view gives us more of a picture to consider. Money is flowing to the
First World (-he developed countries) from the Third World countries. Interest
on their long outstanding loans has turned this into a crisis for Third World
governments. They are forced to cut back on their own Education, Health and
other development programs. There is also a real pressure to open up their
countries to multinational companies who's interest is in production and taking
the product out of the country. People will grow sugar, coffee, coco, tea and
other things instead of using the land to grow food for themselves. This drain



and rake on human life can be traced to a couple of sister organizations the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. They have rules of measure
that squeeze the poorest people. Their policies are decided by the economic
power of each country rather than one country, one vote...

This control sees Third World countries
raked over by the multinationals in the
First World. They want and get a free
flow of money. Their policies of cut
backs, export development, lower wages
and more things end up harming the people.
Our present Free Trade deal is tied into
toeing the line with the U.S. on a game
plan that is the same as this. The trade
policies that the U.S.(with the support
of Canada} are trying to put over on

the Third World countries in present
GATT negotiations (the General Agree—
raent on Tarrifs and Trade) will even

hurt our own country. The fisheries
ruling on the west coast is a clear
example of how GATT rules are used
against a country...in this case,
Canada which had a rule that fish

must be processed here before export. Third World countries need this kind of
policy that's disallowed by GATT to do themselves good. The U.S. is aiming to
make the GATT rules even worse for Third World countries.

Do we want this blood on our hands?

The bottom line for the Canadian Government is that our own democracy should be
evaluated on how it treats our least well off members. Why has the concern
been placed on material values over moral ones? Why do we not travel the right
road back, the one of change in the forms and rights of property? This will
stop the rake on our peoples dreams and it could slow the continuing murder
of people world wide for profits.

Every city and many towns in Canada are seeing
homelessness, real hunger, huge food give aways,
people without socks in the winter, children
who do without breakfast and lunch. Many have
serious problems other than poverty.

In many ways our young in need of nutrition
and our homeless in their misery find a poverty
that extends beyond the material poverty of the
Third World to include deeper mental, emotional
and spiritual poverty.

What is our reply? Well, the New 3runswick
Government recently announced an end to its
civil legal aid program. This program gave
funds to poor people to hire lawyers in legal
matters that were non-criminal. Civil law
includes family law ( divorce, custody),
snail claims court, landlord/tenant law,
social assistance and unemployment insurance



appeals, and other matters not included in the criminal
code.

The Saskatchewan Government has been cutting grants to
agencies that serve poor people, urban Native people,
battered women, disabled people, ex-convicts, and others
who face obsticles in becoming self-sufficient. In both
these moves by provincial governments, NAPO (National
Anti-Poverty Organization) took a stand against these
injustices.

When this treatment of people is carried over into the
direction of the Meech Lake Accord which weakens what
National standards there are for social and other programs,
we will give provincial governments even more control.

The public that accepts a picture of "why should they have
to do anything for the poor", or "who cares", fuels a real
disregard for life. The lines are being drawn and the
responsibility lies with the individual.

Something must be done and the answer is selfless service within our community.
The time has come for us to stand and be counted—each one of us can make a
difference! Is this a grass roots movement? It can be but why not have our
corporations join the Federal Government in providing financial resources for
a new type of "Peace Corps." Such an effort would allow anyone - but primarily
youth - to give selfless service where it is sorely needed. This could become a
presence felt in all our communities.

The final result of social action should be social change. A new social way can
produce a just way to meet human need. The trend today of government moving in
the direction of pushing the responsibility for social services off on Churches
and community groups is not the answer.

Why not respect the economic and cultural base of all peoples? Our Aboriginals
bear the brunt of our sociai problems that were created from a lack of regard to
a demand for justice. All social justice demands reqiure everyone to work together
and this work be sustained. This needs our commitment to learn from our "hurting
peoples" rather than feel they don't exist. They themselves can find "heart"
and the character of commitment rather easily. They can do this when they have
something to believe in or someone to believe in them. We all need to reach out
together for each other so goodness can and will prevail.

*&cm<out10 rut omgmBt or t>« hold

not* The introduction at the beginning of
this piece on Poverty was paraphrased
from Oswald Spengler's writing in his
work "The Decline of the West."

For the most part, all of the material
used came from other peoples work and
«/e thank them for it.

Christian Children's Fund ofCanadi
1027 McNicoll Avenue. Scarborough. Ontario. Canada MIW3X2 Phone (416) 495-1174 Te!ex06-9867



National Native Brotherhood
^Sisterhood o_f_Canada
c/o Native Indian Women's Council
65 Brunswick Street

Fredericton, New Brunswick
E5B 1G5

"This society pledges its sup
port to warriors struggling to
be free and does so on behalf

of the Brotherhoods & Sister
hoods in the Iron Houses right
across North America. Their

outside chapter speaks out and
will get into the struggles as
they occur. They would like to
hear from your group."

Write: Larry Carlston
President

NOTICE

ANY MAN OR WOMAN IN PRISON

CAN BECOME A MEMBER OF THE

JUSTICE GROUP FOR FREE.

r.LSO ANY PERSON THAT IS

INSIDE A PSYCHIATRIC

INSTITUTION CAN JOIN

US_IF THEY WOULD LIKE
FOR FREE TOO.

A FUTURE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

"The Justice Group" requires post graduate students. They are wanted for their
concern, their ideas and to suggest possible research designs. The studies will
be directed at establishing the actual overall picture of need relative to
Canadian Poverty, the Aboriginal situation and also this country's failure
to deal with its criminality problem. More information is available on request.
All suggested research designs will be reviewed. A team will be formed from
those who have been involved. They will be employed through "Information
Marketers Inc." This corporation will be developed to assist with this large
project. Your help now to get things moving in the right direction is what we
need most.

Poverty advisors sought
The Justice Group, a national organization of individuals
interested in assisting any group of people experiencing
injustice, is building a Coalition of Need, focussing on
Native issues, criminal justice issues and poverty. Anyone
interested in joining the coalition, or in serving as an
advisor on poverty issues should write to David Milgaard,
Coordinator, The Justice Group, c/o 1005-253 Edgelandi
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3P OS1.



News release

ABORIGINAL JUSTICE INQUIRY BEGINS

The first hearings of the Public Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal
People will be held September 13-14,1988 at the Winnipeg Convention Centre, 375
York Avenue.

Established by the provincial government to examine how the legal system operates
and its effect on the aboriginal people of Manitoba, the Inquiry will be examining
aboriginal justice problems under the direction of Commissioners A.C. Hamilton and
CM. Sinclair. The Inquiry will first examine general issues concerning the
administration of justice and aboriginal peoples, and then review the specific cases of
J.J. Harper and Helen Betty Osborne.

To study the general issues, the Inquiry will be holding community hearings
throughout Manitoba. The format of the hearings will be informal. The Inquiry will not
have counsel to question presenters .

In order to attract the maximum public participation, the Inquiry will accept
presentations in a variety of formats and aboriginal languages. It is anticipated that
both aboriginal and non-aboriginal individuals, groups and organizations will express
their views and concerns about Manitoba's justice system, and suggestions for
improvement.

For further information, please contact: Jeannie Daniels, Public Hearings Co-ordinator
for the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry at 945-5636 or 1-800-282-8069 (within Manitoba).
Written inquiries may be sent to the Inquiry at 1760-155 Carlton St., Winnipeg,
Manitoba, R3C 3H8.



THE FINAL WORD

QUESTION..

ANSWER...

So the poor are poor, does that mean they can hurt
people?

I am not

that many
of povert
at at lea

cr ime pro
really ta

and espec
ers both

tha t many
ques t iona

really ge

saying all prisoners are innocent but simply
prisoners share less guilt "morally" because

y conditions. I believe that their guilt is
st shared by the society that allows these
ducing conditions to be so terrible. If you
ke all those caught up in "the systems" actions
ially Inactions you then see victims and prison-
hurting. From here you can say with strength
prisoners are clearly Innocent, many are of

ble guilt and a small fraction of the total are
Cting what they deserve.

This is enough, I think, to make the case that the
Criminal Justice System is morally no better than
crime. That the system is more criminal than just

Note- This is from a Sociology course handout.
No author was available.

Submitted by J.G. member
Herb Williams

WE EDUCATE OTHERS. WE EDUCATE OURSELVES.

1HS EXISTING ORDER MUST BE CHANGED



MEMBERSHIP FORM

Please print and fill in the blanks

Your complete name please

Your complete address please

Phone number
Date

The Justice Group Membership dues are by way of what you can
offer and afford to donate to the group. If you can not really
afford anything, please do not donate. Others will.

Amount of donation

All people in prison and
pyschiatric institutions
are asked not to donate.

Signature

Mail to: The Justice Group
1005-253 Edgeland Blvd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3P 0S1

We are small and our part may seem small now as we have so ouch ahead
that needs to be done. In time though, we will work together to get
things in shape and something will get done.

"AS YOU CLADEN THOSE WINCS KEEP FRUIT OF THESE MINGS"


